
Here are plans for a neat ttl-bender.

The LPQ Mk-Y
A Low Profile Quad For 10, 15 and 20 Meters

BY JOH N P. TYSKEWICZ·, W1HXU

The LP quad antenna works and ot
fers an improved version of it' s 3
bander, as described in the December
1976 issue of CO.

In any mechanicall y shortened
antenna, loading must be inserted to
achieve correct operation. The Mk IV
relied upon center loading coils, the
equivalent of base loading a quarter
wave radiat or. A loading coil, in the
high current part of any antenna is
easy 10 install , tunes up nicely, but
radiates poorly. Moving the loading
gimmick towards the high voltage
portion is better; when capacit y end
loading takes over, optimum signal is
attained.

In this latest model, the 20 meter
section gains the most and the 10-15
meter loops have been extended to
one wavelength . A glance at fig. 1,
shows the 10 meter element; prac
tically an exact coev of a standard
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quad. The 15 meter section, takes on
the aspect of a LP, while " 20" is a 100
per cent LPQ. The short stubs on 15,
allows its sloping wire to be centered
between the 10 and 20 meter band
wires.

To simplify resonating a loop, a bit
of center loading was retained and
upgraded to a tuning-coil status. In
the driven element, these coils appear
as mere " bumps on a log."

The most interesting experimental
work was to contrive a simple and et
tecttve "capacity-leader" for 20
meters, presenting minimal wind and
icing surface and capable of shifting
the loop's fundamental resonant fre·
quency from 19 MHz to 14.2 MHz.
After trying several rather nay-wire ar
rangements, the scheme chosen can
be easily understood from the draw
ings and photo. Connected at the
loop's corner is a vertical stiff wire;
also a length of 300 ohm TV twin lead,
which runs along the inner side of the
horizontal spreader.

Construction
Material on hand or readil y

available will determine order of con
struction . Fig. 1 shows the layout and
dimensions of the driven and ref lec
tor element; also close up detail per
taining to the 20 meter " capacity
loader."

The bamboo pole spreaders are
prepared by reinforcing the tips with
wood-dowel inserts, approximately 75
mm (3 in.) long and epoxy cement.
With a coarse flat file, remove the
sharp flashing growth at each bam
boo joint. Using paper masking tape,
19 mm (JA in) wide, spiral wrap the
pole, making an overlap of 6.5 mm (V..
in.) or more.

Before applying a non-metau!c
base paint, set the masking tape by
exposing it to the flame of a propane
torch. While warm, mold the tape by
hand firmly to the spreader and
especially around the bamboo joint
area. At the plexiglass insulator
places, wrap 5 turns of PVC tape over
an area 26 mm (1 in.) wide and at the
spider-clamp locations, wrap friction
tape. Install the vertical bamboo
spreader with the smaller and rein
forced end, bottom side. Select the
stronger looking one for the driven
element.

Insulators
Each vertical spreader requires two

phenolic or plexiglass connector
blocks as shown in fig. 2. The part is
fastened to the outer side of spreader
with one M3.5 (6-32) screw and band
ed at two places with NO.16 galvaniz
ed iron wire. The wire-hole spacing
dimension 15 to be 80 per cent of the
bamboo diameter, at that point. Wrap
two layers of friction tape around the
bamboo, insert pre-termed wire
through the holes, draw up firmly with



pliers and lock with a twisted joint.
Most of the labeled ga lvanized iron

wire is only flash plated. Therefore it
should be tinned with solder or
coated with a si licone or front wheel
bearing car grease.

The tubular Plexiglass insu lators,
f ig. 2, are titted to the spreader, by fH ·
ing a flat spot in the insu lator. The
cut-out radius is slight ly less than the
spreader dimension. Drilling the long
concentric hole should be done in a
lathe, using a soap-water cutti ng
lubrican t.

The 10 meter insulators will be at 
tached to the inner side of the beam
and the 15 meter set, on the outer
side. Two pieces of pre-coated iron
wire are used in a criss-cress manner
per insu lator. As per fig. 2, form one
wi re diagonall y around the insulator
and spreader, pull up at the free ends
with pliers and start a twi st joint. Slip
the other coated wire halfway and
under the twi st joint, then form the
other connection at opposite side.
Alternate between twist joints in a
fi nal tw ist ing operation, while check
ing for correct alignment of the in
sulator. The trick is to apply max
imum squeeze before reaching the
wi re's yield poin t. Cut off excess wire,
leaving twi sted stubs 7 mm (5f16 in .)
long. The 20 meter ceramic, egg or
st rain type insulators are attached

closely to the spreader via a drilled
hole, 6.5 mm (114 in,) from the reinforc
ed end of the spreader.

Antenna Wire
Rigging starts with the 10 meter

sect ion, c hecking for horizontal and
verti cal spreader alignment, before in
stalling the 15 and 20 meter wires,
Use NO.14 enameled or bare copper
wi re; the heavy plast ic covered wire
has a different propagation velocity
factor.

Capacity-Loader
See fig. 1. This consists of three

major pieces per unit. One No,12 Cop
perweld wire. 152 em (60 in ,) long . One
No.14 wi re jumper, 30 cm (12 ln.) long
and a piece of 300 ohm TV twin lead,
130 cm (51 in.) long. The twi n lead used
has a thin and solid polyethylene web.

The straight piece of Copperweld is
skewered through the insulator holes,
disp lacing them to the inner side of
the beam. If the correct size of in
sulated " spaghetti" is unavailabl e, a
wrapping of PVC tape will be ada
quate. The jumper wire is hooked over
the upper antenna wire, extended and
wrapped one turn around the vertical
Copperweld wire and carried over to
the lower wires. Strip off 25 mm (1 in .)
from one end of twin lead, twi st the

wires together and solder them to the
middle of the jumper wire. The twin
lead is taped to the inner side of the
spreader at f ive or more places.

The vertical Copperweld wire is
given some rig idity by adding a var
nished wooden st ick, 7 mm (5116 in.)
square by 76 cm (30 in.) long. Lay it
along the inner side of the wire, and
bind together with li ght guage wire at
the Copperweld and ju mper wire
soldered joint. Start here and spiral
wrap with paper masking tape; then
finish the outer end with another wire
binding to keep the tape from unravel
ing.

Tuning Coils
These, as requ ired for the driven

and reflector elements, are made with
NO.14 copper wire. The wire table, see
fig. 1, ind icates the correct overall
length of wire used in making the air
wound coi ls. Wi nd the 10 and 15
meter set on a 12.7 mm (112 in.)
diameter rod, using a very coarse
pitch. Form hooks at the lead ends,
and f it the coil into place by altering
it's pitch and diameter. The 15 meter
coil extends across the center of the
connector block, while the 10 and 20
meter coil s, are off the inner and
outer edges of the block. The 20
meter coil s will be wound on a 19 mm
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Fig. 1 - Construction of the " i-band driven element. See the text for construction
of the reflector.
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(314 in.) diameter form. The driven ele
ment uses one set of coils and the
reflector requires coils across the up
per and lower connector blocks.

Since the basic wire element are
identical, the reflector coil induc
tance is much larger than the driven
element coil leading. I suppose one
should extend the reflector 10 and 15
meter loops and use more capacity
leading in the 20 meter section for
maximum gain. This would put the
cap on what we started out to do.

Driven Element
This will be fed by a single RGI8 co

axial cable. The antenna wires on
each side of the lower connector
block, are connected in parallel with a
wire jumper and to a modified SQ.239
coax fitting. A photo of my installa
t ion shows the coax making a direct
drop; actually it is attached a short
distance above the connector block
and makes a 180 degree loop, with the
PL·259 fitting headed downward. To
protect the underside of the SQ.239
fitting from water and dirt accumuta
tlon over the narrow insulated gap, a
drtp-sklrt, see fig. 2, made from a
short section of brass tUbing or rolled
up sheet is soldered on; also the
necessary wire leads to join the
jumper wire connection.

Spider and related hardware,

although finally covered, will prob
ably be the starting point of your LP
Quad. I used the same parts left over
from the MK IV that were made to fit a
51 mm (2 In.) 00 aluminum boom.

A cheaper and more common boom
material Is steel electrical mettanc
tubing or EMT, 25.5 mm (1 in.) size.
Fig. 3 shows all of the parts required
and construction details. The angle
iron can be a lighter gauge, if
available. The Iron pipe stubs may re
quire some file work for a smooth fit
to the EMT. An additional part to the
original spreader clamp assembly is a
curved sheet metal piece that bridges
the open gap and improves clamp
tightness.

Feeding And Adjustment
The driven element is fed directly

by one RG/8 coaxial line; a balun is
not required to equalize current
distribution to both sides of antenna.
The electrical path between the Inner
conductor and the outer sheath is via
a loss copper wire circuit. A half wave
dipole behaves quite differently. As to
r.f.line radlatJon,lf there is any, it Is at
a sub QRP level.

My antenna sections were peaked
at 14.15, 21 .15 and 28.4 MHz to cover
the c.w. and lower end of the phone
band. Tune-up for c.w. or phone bands
only; this will improve perform-

ance. This can be done by altering the
length of coil wire. In addition, the 20
meter element capacity-loader can be
trimmed. A difference of 25.5 mm (1
in.) in the linear dimension ot one twin
lead will shift the frequency aprcx
imately 16 kHz. The same change to
one vertical Copperweld wire will
move the frequency aproximately 18
kHz.

In actual practice, any capacity
trimming should be equally divided,
however the upper and lower pair of
reflector coils can be different; the
coil with the greater Inductance
should be at the top, to favor the
driven element.

A transrnatch or tuner must be us
ed, in view of the simple feed and tri
ple impedance. Initial testing should
be done at low power to determine if
antenna Is performing as per " great
expectat ions." The S .W.f. meter
readings will be affected by the
length of coax cable, since it's part of
the tuning system. Optimum tune-up
requires a simple 'ield strength meter
hookup to obtain relative power gain
and trent-to-beck data. To complete
our basic Instrumentation, an anten
na noise bridge can be very useful.

Conclusion
At the moment. I can see one more

addition that will enhance the overall
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Fig. 2 - This parts detail shows the insulators, the fastener, the connector
block and the modified So-239 connector.
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/ 6.S mm lli4··1 • Scm /2·'1 long-M.S. 4 req'd.

3mm f"··!llngle iron
2.5 K 2.5 K SO.6cm

11 " 1 • 20") long
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NOTE :

CL K Spreader clamp location.
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CL

performance. Operation on the 10
meter band has frequently spread
above 29 MHz; therefore to extend the
antenna bandwidth, another set of
loops can be connected in parallel
with the present ones. I suggest in
stalling the other set of Plexiglass ln
sutators along the horizontal
spreaders at 190 cm (75 in.). Try it. See
what happens. Let us know.
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Fig. 3 · The spider spreader clamp and
boom construction.
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C .. ler Inquiries Welcome .

DAYTRONICS COMPANY
12 Oakdale Ave.• Box 426
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